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romeo ketjenbiu, director of the avengers,
will show a teaser for his spiderman reboot

starring the webslinger. (it's a concept
photo). screenwriters kieran dungan and
jared bush will unveil the first ever teaser

for star trek 4, giving us some idea of what
j.j abrams's spinoff is going to be about.
and some of the last of the looper panel
will be filled with a host of set pics. all

walking dead panel hosts will be available
for autographs after the panels. fans will
get a chance to meet actors in character
and engage in discussions with cast and
crew members. here are the complete
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schedule of panels for the show’s sixth
season. a selection of clips and scenes

from the first season of fear the walking
dead, set in the same universe as the

walking dead, showcases what happens
when some of the survivors of the

apocalypse face off against other, human
survivors. with emily kinney, produced by
twisted pictures, and starring kim dickens,

cliff curtis, joel courtney, james allen
mccune, and michael cudlitz. a series of

clips from fear the walking dead, set in the
same universe as the walking dead, takes

a look at the other side of the zombie
apocalypse, the human survivors, and what
it's like to have to fight and live alongside
them. hollywood and new zealand have a
budding partnership, at least in the realm

of film. we're getting fear the walking dead,
the six-part dramedy set in a world very

similar to the one that also spawned the hit
amc series. the third in a series of trailers,
this one for a 2014 film penned by bruce
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mckenna and joe carnahan.
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